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SELF-HOMOTOPY-EQLTVALENCES OF A SPACE

WITH TWO NONVANISHING HOMOTOPY GROUPS

KOUZOU TSUKTYAMA1

Abstract. The group Gm(X) is isomorphic to H"(irt(X); ttn{X)) for the connected

CW-complex X with two nonvanishing homotopy groups irx(X), ir„(X"), where

ttx{X) acts on trn(X) usually.

0. Introduction. Let Ibea connected CW-complex with base point ♦. Then we

have considered the group G#(X) of all based homotopy classes of self-homotopy-

equivalences of X inducing the identity automorphisms of all homotopy groups (cf.

[11 [11], [12]).
In this note, we show that G#(X) = HJ(K(ir¡(X), i); ttj(X)) for the connected

CW-complex X with two nonvanishing homotopy groups tr¡(X), tTj(X) (j > /),

where ir¡(X) acts on iTj(X) usually if / = 1 [Theorem 2.2].

This implies that to determine the group G#(X) is to compute the (local

coefficient) cohomology of the group tt¡(X), that is, a problem in group theory.

For the simply connected case, the above result is shown by W. Shin [10] and

later by Y. Nomura [8].

The method of the proof is different from that of the simply connected case.

Some examples in G#(X) = 1 are discussed in [11] and other examples can be

found in [3], [4] and [2].

In § 1 we review J. F. McClendon [7] and the author [12], and in §2 we prove the

above theorem; in §3 some examples of G#(X) are given.

Throughout this note, all spaces are base-pointed, and homotopies preserve base

points, and we use the terminology of [12].

1. Twisted principal fibrations. Let ¿>: ttx(B) -» Aut G be the local coefficient

system on B, and/?: P9 —> B be the twisted principal fibration with fibre K(G, n)

(cf. [12, pp. 1-2]).
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L¿G, n + 1) —> K = K(trx(B), 1) (1.1)
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Associated with this diagram, we have the following.

Proposition 1.2 ([7, p. 42]). The following sequence is exact:

[Pt,ñwB]gXH»(Pt;G)±[F„Ft]wU[Ft,B]w.
In this sequence, ÛWB = F(SX, B\s) = {w:5' -> B\su is constant), [ , ]w and

[, ]B denote the If-homotopy and 5-homotopy sets, respectively, and H"(P9; G) is

the cohomology with the local coefficient induced by

qOp: P0^B^ L¿G, « + 1) -» K - K(ttx(B), 1).

There is an action vy Hn(P9; G) X [P9, P9]W^[P9, P9\w (cf. [12, p. 3, (1.8)]),

and we denote the isotropy group of the identity map lpt: P9-* P9 by /(1/r).

The map 5 of Proposition 1.2 implies the following.

Proposition 1.3 ([7, Theorem 3.4]). Im 8 = I(\p).

Put W = K and s = qO in the diagram (1.1). Then we have the following

associated with the group G#(X).

Proposition 1.4 ([12, Theorem 3.6]). Assume that a connected CW-complex B

satisfies ^¡(B) = 0 for every i > n. Let <p: ttx(B) -» Aut G be the local coefficient

system on B, and p: Pe -* B be the twisted principal fibration with fibre K(G,n).

Then, the following sequence of groups and homomorphisms is exact.

1^/(1^ H"(B; G)X G#{Pe)^ G#(B),

where H"(B; G) = H"(P9; G) is the cohomology with the local coefficient induced by

qO: B ̂  L+(G, n + 1) -> K = K(<nx(B), 1),

A(a) = v^(a, 1/r) and J is a natural homomorphism (cf. [12, pp. 4-5]).

Considering a connected CW-complex X and its Postnikov-system {Xn}, let tf>:

Trx(Xn_x) = tx(X) -» Aut tt„(X) be the usual local coefficient system on Xn_x, and

put B = Xn_x, W= K(ttx(X), 1) = K and s = p2 » ... °Pn_2pn_x: X„_x ^ A,

= K(ttx(X), 1) in diagram (1.1). Associated with the fibrationpy Xn -> X„_x, let

[Ac] E[X„_x,L^„(X),n+ l)]K=Hn+x(Xn_x;^(X))

be the transgression image of the identity map in E [F, F]*, where F = K(irn(X), n)

and [F, F]* denotes the equivariant homotopy classes under the action <p of irx(X)

on tt„(X) (cf. [6, p. 3]). We have a fibration Pk -» Xn_x, then there exists a based

homotopy equivalence tj: Xn->Pk, which is a fibre map over Xn_x [12,

Proposition 2.1]. And we have the following.

Proposition 1.5 ([12, Corollary 3.7]). Let X be a connected CW-complex and

{Xn} be a Postnikov-system of X. Then, the following sequence of groups and

homomorphisms is exact for every « > 1.

1^/(1^)^ H"(X„_x;tt„(X))X G#(Xn)i> G#(Xn_x),
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where I(lx) = ^(lp)> H"(Xn_x; irn(X)) is the cohomology with the local coefficients

{it„(X)}, where ttx(X„_x) = irx(X) acts on trn(X) usually, and Im/= {[f„-X] E

G#(X„-X)\[k] = £_,[*], [k] G Hm*\Xn_a trn(X))}.

2. Proof of the theorem. Let X be a connected CW-complex and {Xn} be a

Postnikov-system of X.

Let </> be the usual action of irx(Xx) = w1(Ar) on it2(X), and put 5 = Xx =

^T(i7,(A'), 1) = AT in the diagram (1.1). Then we have the following diagram:

P$     -» ^

Xx     -t     L>2(í),3)     4.     í=íWí),l)

idj,

Let t: [F, Ff->[XX, L¿jr2(X), 2>)}K = //3(A'1; ir2(X)) be the transgression.

Then we have the following.

Theorem 2.1. If 0 Elm t, 1(1 p) = 1. Therefore, we have the following exact

sequence for 0 E Im t.

1 = /(l^ H2(XX; -n2(X))X G#(P9)^ G#(XX) = 1,

where H2(XX; tr2(X)) is the cohomology with the local coefficients [w2(X)}, where

•trx(Xx) = itx(X) acts on ir2(X) usually.

Proof. The domain of the map S is [Pe, tix Xx]x . Since s = id, Qx Xx consists of

the constant path at every point of Xx.

Consider the following diagram:

PB     -»    ®xxx

We obtain that [P9, Ûx Xx]x consists of the single element, that is, [P9, Ûx Xx]x

= * , where Ûx Xx -» Xx is w -» w(/?),/? = (1, 0) G S1.

Hence, Im 5 = I(l¥) = 1. Since Xx = K(irx(X), 1), G#(XX) = 1. Therefore we

have the desired sequence.   Q.E.D.

Since the identity map i2 E [F, Ff, I(lx) = 1. Therefore, we have the following

theorem by Proposition 1.5 and the above theorem.

Theorem 2.2. G#(X) = H^K^X), i); Wj(X))for the connected CW-complex X

with two nonvanishing homotopy groups ir¡(X), iTj(X) (j > i), where "¡¡¡(X) acts on

iTj(X) usually if i = 1.

Furthermore we have the following exact sequence, which is shown by B.

Schellenberg [9], A. J. Sieradski and M. N. Dyer [3], [4] for the n-dimensional

compact connected CW-complex X such that irt(X) = 0 for 1 < i < n. Incidently

let G(X) be the group of all based homotopy classes of self-homotopy-equivalences
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of the n-dimensional connected CW-complex X. Then G(X„) = G(X). And Xn has

two nonvanishing homotopy groups, trivially.

Considering the following exact sequence

1 -> G#(X„) -» G(Xn) -+ Aut ttx(X) X Aut TTn(X),

the above theorem implies the following.

Theorem 2.3. If X is an n-dimensional CW-complex such that ir¡(X) = 0 for

1 < i < n, the following sequence is exact:

1 -* H"(ttx(X); ir„(X)) -» G(X) -* Aut ttx(X) X Aut nn(X),

where ttx(X) acts on irn(X) in the usual manner.

Moreover, we have the following theorem by Proposition 1.5.

Theorem 2.4. The following sequence is exact.

l-*I(lx)S> H\X2; w3(X))X G#(X3)^ H2(ttx(X); tt2(X))

and    Im J =   {[/2] G   G#(X2) =   H2(trx(X); n2(X))\[k) = f*[k],    [k] G

H\X2; w3(X))}.

3. Some examples of G#(X).

Example 3.1 ([2, p. 79]). If A" is a connected CW-complex with two nonvanishing

homotopy groups trx(X) = G (finite cyclic group), vn(X) = M (n > 1),

G  (X)= ¡mG/™'    "even>

* \ MT/IM,      n odd,

where MG is the submodule of elements fixed under the action of G, TM is the

image of the trace map T: M —* MG, MT = [m E M\Tm =0}, and, /AÍ is the

submodule generated by {g'm\ g' E I, m E M}, where / is the augmentation ideal

in the group ring ZG.

Example 3.2. Every n-dimensional cohomology H"(X; Gx) with the local coef-

ficients {Gx} of a connected CW-complex X is isomorphic to G#( V£) of a suitable

CW-complex Vq , where Vq depends on the dimension n and the local coefficients

Proof. By [5, Theorem 1.1], we have the following fact, that is, for every path
tx

connected space X with base point * , there exists a (Serre) fibration TX —» X, and

the map tX induces an isomorphism on cohomology with local coefficients, i.e.,

Hn(TW; Gx) = H"(X; Gx) for every n > 1, and ir¡(TX) = 0 for i > 1.

We can construct a CW-complex Vq such that

»i(rç.) - »i(w).

ir¡( Vq ) = 0   otherwise,

tx
and irx action on G+ is induced by irx(TX) -f trx(X).

Trivially, the result is obtained by applying Theorem 2.2.    Q.E.D.
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